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PROCEDURE

1. DLS process
a. Team A is the team batting first.
b. Team B is the team batting second.
c. DLS is NOT required if the start of the match is delayed.
d. DLS is only required if all three of the following requirements are met:

i. The match is interrupted after it has started
AND
ii. Either side's allocation of overs has been reduced from that available at

the start of the match
AND
iii. Team B has an opportunity of batting

2. If there is an interruption during Team A's innings which results in a loss of overs then
as soon as Team A's innings has been completed, the DLS program must be run in
order to determine Team B's revised Target.

3. The revised Target must be agreed by the league appointed umpires, or if there is no
league appointed umpire, by both team captains before Team B's innings commences. 
If, after the restart of play, it is discovered that the wrong DLS Target has been set, the
incorrect Target shall stand.

4. If possible, the over by over Par Score information should be printed out and provided
to both captains before Team B's innings commences.

5. So that the players are aware of the state of the match, where possible (i) the Par Score
at the end of the over in progress and (ii) the Target should be displayed on the
scoreboard.  The Par Score should be revised as necessary and displayed at the fall
of any wicket and the Target revised at any further interruption. 

6. The process in paragraphs 2 to 4 must be repeated each time there is a further
interruption to Team B's innings.

7. Notes
a. "Target" is the score required to win given the number of overs available to

Team B.
b. "Par Score" at any stage is the score which Team B has to beat in order to win

the match if it is abandoned.  If Team B's innings ends with the Par Score the
result is a tie unless too few overs have been received for the match to qualify
as completed.

c. In matches where Team A's innings is reduced in overs after the start and Team
B has an uninterrupted innings of the same number of overs as Team A, it is
likely that the Target will be some runs more than Team A's final score.

d. If Penalty Runs are awarded in a match in which DLS is being operated:
i. Penalty Runs awarded to Team A must immediately be added to the Par

Score and the Target
ii. Penalty Runs awarded to Team B must immediately be added to Team

B's score
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METHOD

1. It is the responsibility of umpires to calculate the revised allocation of overs.

2. It is the responsibility of scorers and not umpires to perform DLS calculations.

3. There are four versions of DLS - Professional 4.0, Professional 3.0, Professional 2.0
and & Standard.  Professional 4.0 is to be used.

4. If either club's scorer is using Play Cricket Scorer Pro, use can be made of its built-in
DLS calculator.   The DLS 4.0 option should be selected from the pull-down menu.

5. PCSP generates over by over Par Scores automatically.

6. The latest edition (8th August 2021) of the Play-Cricket Scorer App for Tablets and
Android and i-Phones utilises DLS 4.0 as an option.  This should be used if PCSP is not
available.  

GUIDANCE AND DOWNLOADS

Play-Cricket Scorer Pro is available for download from
https://www.play-cricket.com/features-playcricketscorerpro

Play-Cricket Scorer App for tablets and smartphones is available for download via the links
at the bottom of this page - https://www.play-cricket.com/features-playcricketscorer

Detailed guidance, with explanatory videos and screenshots, on how to use Play-Cricket
Scorer Pro and the Play-Cricket Scorer App is on the YouTube channel of Sue Drinkwater,
the ECBACO National Scorers Officer at https://tinyurl.com/2w3b2uz4
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